
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of tech architect. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for tech architect

Speak from experience and offer insight on successes and failures relative to
the customer’s industry and/or objectives that substantiate this role and
provides its value
Drive AD/AM’s to attain and maintain relationships across the executive ranks
of the customer C IT, Business Units, and ‘C’ level executives
Resolve complex critical business and technical issues affecting the client
Direct leadership of the technical sales component of complex, cross-CSU
solution opportunity of a strategic nature
Become a capable spokesperson on company’s technical capabilities
Instrumental in attracting and obtaining major new company business
Act as an advisor to management and customers on advanced technical
studies
Help identify trends and identify potential Digital Operations analytics
solutions that can be built and leveraged/”re-sold” across industries and/or
analytics competencies
Work with Digital Operations industry teams, analytics onshore and offshore
teams and Digital Operations clients to add value, help sell/close BPS
opportunities and pursue new opportunities (with Digital Operations business
development and operations teams)
Present same internally, to clients and occasional external conferences

Qualifications for tech architect

Example of Tech Architect Job Description
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Ability to read, interpret and apply policies and legal instructions
andtechnical documents
Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or related technical
field or equivalent combination of education, training and experience
Five years of progressive experience with data architecture, data modeling,
code and software standardization, software development and support,
programming, third party applications, and web applications
Three to five years experience working with customer's data standards and
architectures, design and integration principles for relational databases and
web development
Demonstrated ability to effectively diagnose, isolate and resolve complex
problems pertaining to data and web infrastructure
Demonstrated ability to develop methods for ensuring that data
incompatibilities among systems are systematically eliminated


